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Yosef develops his dexterity and coordination. He uses a
push pin to perforate a shape exactly on the line.

Bentzi identifies and matches color tablets.

Aviya writes numeral 2 in the sand box.

Yechezkel peels a cucumber. He will then cut
it into pieces and share it with his friends.
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Shimi completes his nekudos (vowel) chart. He
studies the letters on the top row and the
nekudos on the left column. Shimi selects the
correct letter and nekudah that go into each box.

Bruria learns independence and dexterity in
“Practical Life.” Wearing an “apple” apron, Bruria
takes half an apple, places it face down onto the
cutting board and musters the strength to cut it into
pieces. She then shares this treat with her friends.

Temima answers math questions in her personal
math book by using colored beads. To answer
“2+6”, she takes a 2 bead bar and a 6 bead bar,
counts that she now has 8 beads, and writes the
answer in her booklet.

DJ solves a math question (4468 ÷ 2). He
independently works out the answer by
“spelling” the numbers with the thousand
cubes, hundred squares, ten bars and units. DJ
shares the 4468 between his two figurines on
the mat. DJ counts the divided amount: 2234.
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Gabrielle learns how to read large
numbers as she arranges them on a mat:
thousands, hundreds, tens, and units.

Charlie practices Hebrew letters. He
learns to identify “hey,” “vov,” and
“zayin” through an interactive lesson.

Sarah Shayna practices the sounds of a, b and c.

Shlomo works on differentiating width and height
gradients. He first takes all of the knobbed cylinders
out of their holes in a random order. He then places
them back into the correctly-sized hole.
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Nina learns math quantities by coloring in her beads
worksheet. After counting how many beads there are
in a certain column, she then colors them in based on
the colors of the beads on the counting rack.

Eden practices quantity recognition
by placing the number of wood
spindles in each slot according to the
numeral shown.

Yehuda cares about the classroom
environment. He cleans up his table
meticulously after lunch.

Emuna practices penmanship. She
writes the numeral 3 on the white
board over and over again until she can
write it perfectly.
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Morah Temmy teaches the class about the seven days of
creation. Next to each day are props to give the children a
visual understanding of what Hashem created on that
day: on the third day, a plant, on the fourth day, planets,
on the fifth day, fish and birds, on the sixth day, animals
and man, on the seventh day, the holy Shabbos
(represented by challah and grape juice).

The kinderlach
dramatized Noach
and Noach’s ark. The
children created
three floors. The first
floor held the trash,
the second floor
housed the animals,
and Noach and his
family lived on the
top floor. (Gabrielle
and Yosef in the
picture).

Morah Anne gives the children a lesson about the
continents. Everybody sings the continents song
while Morah Anne points to the correct continent
on the world map. The class identifies the locations
of nations within the respective continents.

May you enjoy an uplifting and
rejuvenating Shabbos full of kedushah
and menucha!
Love,
Morah Shaindy, Morah Temmy, Morah
Anne, and Morah Dini
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